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TechRadar has the support of its audience. When you shop through links to our site, we can earn an affiliate commission. Learn more The best free tools, apps and games. Newsletter TechRadar Sign up for breaking news, reviews, opinion, analysis and more, plus the hottest tech deals! Thanks for signing up for TechRadar. You will receive a verification email shortly. YDn error. Refresh the page and try
again. There's no spam, we promise. You can unsubscribe at any time and we will never share your data without your permission. At first glance, SwiftKey ($4, free two-week trial) looks a lot like the other keyboard app options on the market. But the keys are easy to read, and carry numbers and symbols that can be accessed quickly by pressing. The program also offers one-click access to the period,
coma and question mark, which saves a lot of time. If you have Android 2.1 or later, you can use the SwiftKey voice input key that works incredibly well. Normally, when you press the E key, I just want the number 3; but with this application, appears not only 3, but also an E with all its various accents as options. That would be great if I wrote in non-English languages more often – but since I don't, it's just
one more click I have to perform before I get to my 3. It would be nice to be able to turn off the special character options, but that's a small gripe. SwiftKey also allows you to customize the duration of a long press. But where SwiftKey really distinguishes imself from the competition is in its text prediction. SwiftKey's text prediction not only makes the next letter you might be looking for, it makes the rest of all
the next word you're looking for! And it's much more accurate than I expected. SwiftKey, does an excellent job of learning how to write. When you first set up your app, you're asked if it can scan your entire text message history (it doesn't send that information anywhere). Say yes, and text prediction will already be good when you start using SwiftKey. The spellchecking feature is much better than in most
other keyboard applications, too. A Usage Insights button on the SwiftKey installation screen lets you track the time and effort you've saved. According to my usage statistics, SwiftKey made me 20 percent more efficient than I would have been without their text prediction efforts. More often than not, the prediction bar correctly guessed my next word after only one or two letters, at which point I simply hit the
space key to accept it. You can even use SwiftKey's AutoCorrect engine when typing your phone's hardware keyboard. Or you can choose to turn off AutoCorrect. The application may recognize some gestures. Swipe Up capitalized and make a word. Swipe left to delete the last word you typed. Swipe down to hide the keyboard. The program allows you to adjust your sensitivity to gestures, too. SwiftKey
still has some aspects to solve. Occasionally, it baffles things when I'm entering a name in a compose window (for text text or Gmail), and from time to time AutoCorrect will add a middle name. In addition, the app's multi-touched prototype (for Android 2.0 and above) needs improvement. While sliding keyboards like Swype and SlideIT seem to grab all the headlines, it's great to see an app take a
completely different approach to increasing speed and accuracy - and doing both very well. When it comes to precision, SwiftKey absolutely killed by sliding keyboards. Note: When you buy something after clicking the links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate links policy for more details. Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can learn
more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our chosen links. Hardcore and casual gamers alike know that the best game keyboards give them options to re-map the keys, plenty of RGB lighting options, and reliable button presses when it counts. Mechanical keyboards have become more popular and mainstream in recent years, providing even more
reliability and durability than their membrane change counterparts. The main difference between a mechanical and membrane keyboard is that a keyboard like the Cooler Master SK621 uses physical switches to record keystrokes, while a membrane model uses electrical contact points. Mechanical switches avoid accidental key presses, ghost, and are built to last longer than membrane switches. Everyone
knows that RGB makes you a better player. and fortunately keyboards such as the Corsair K100 customizable RGB backlighting feature among other polished features such as dedicated macro keys and media playback controls. We've compiled our top picks for keyboard game from trusted brands like Corsair, Cooler Master and SteelSeries to help you decide what's right for you. Be sure to check out our
definitive FAQs if you're curious about the best game keyboards and how they can work for you. What we like The most fully featured keyboard available optical switches are a pleasure to type or play on the PBT key caps are comfortable and durable What we don't like expensive unavailable on smaller form factors With the K100, Corsair took what made the K95 so impressive and did it better. While this
keyboard has a striking resemblance to its predecessor, there are a handful of aesthetic differences and key techniques that help distinguish it. The K100 still features the same full-size design, with dedicated macro and multimedia keys, but also includes a dial at the top left of the keyboard. This sphere can be assigned to any function than the rest of the keyboard, but also allows in the recording of fly
macros. While this keyboard still comes with the Cherry MX speed switch option, the real highlight here is the debut of Corsair's OPX optical-mechanical switches. This technology uses an optical sensor for agile reaction times and has a level of responsiveness that conventional mechanical switches can only aspire to aspire to Corsair has retained the same double-shot PBT key caps as the K95 XT,
making them resistant to wear and stains, but has changed its keyboard font to a smarter, slimmer style. The K100 also comes with a wrist rest, but has improved on previous designs, with a thicker, more flexible leather design and magnetic locking mechanism. Corsair is testing the upper limits of what full-size keyboards can do for the gaming community, but unfortunately it is also testing how much we
are willing to pay for a keyboard. What We Like Durable Aluminum Frame On-Board Memory Storage Programmable Macro Keys What we don't like expensive iCUE software isn't always reliable The Corsair K95 Platinum XT is an excellent balance between durability, style and performance. The body is made of aircraft-grade aluminum, anodized and brushed to protect against bending damage and to give
the keyboard an elegant, modern look. With Cherry MX Brown or MX Speed switches, you will have all the advantages of a mechanical keyboard with less noise; perfect for use in shared games or workspaces. There are six programmable macro keys for custom entries in your favorite games, and 8MB of onboard memory sells your design profiles for fast inter-game exchange. K95 uses Corsair's iCUE
software to control the effects and colors of RGB lighting for each key, as well as the 19 strip lighting areas around the outside of the keyboard. The keyboard comes packaged with a dockable wrist rest for support and comfort during marathon game sessions. Macro and WASD keys feature diamond plate textures for more tactile button presses and added style. What We Like Bluetooth and wired
connections Fast response time 128-bit AES encryption What We Don't Like The Corsair K63 is the best wireless game keyboard on the market. Use a Bluetooth connection to give you ultra-low latency input responses, as low as 1 ms, so you get real-time reactions on the screen at button presses. It also comes packaged with a USB cable so you can use the keyboard while you're charging. The built-in
battery gives you up to 15 hours of use on a single charge, allowing you to play all day without interruption. The body is made of airplane grade brushed aluminium for durability, strength and style. The ten-key layout makes this keyboard compact, making it great for small desktops or for on-the-go games. K63 supports Xbox One for use in keyboard-enabled games, and an available vault makes games with
a keyboard and mouse on the couch more comfortable. You won't have to worry about your information and keystrokes are vulnerable to unwanted monitoring; with 128-bit AES encryption, all your keystrokes are protected. What we like Low Noise Build Quality No software needed What we don't like short wrist rest Battery life could be better When playing, you want the best assured connection you can
get to have a quick response time without delay. If not To go connected, the Logitech K800 Wireless Illuminated Keyboard offers one of the best wireless connections you can get for a game keyboard. The Logitech K800 Wireless Illuminated Keyboard is built with a strong 2.4 GHz wireless connection that uses a unifying USB receiver. The keyboard includes a keystroke system that makes typing
comfortable and silent, and requires no batteries, but relies on fast charging via its micro-USB cable that gives up to 10 days of battery life. The Logitech K800 Wireless Illuminated Keyboard supports Windows operating systems from Windows XP to Windows 10 and comes with a three-year limited hardware warranty. What We Like Under $50 Waterproof Cable Management Channels What We Don't Like
There Are No Onboard Lighting Controls No programmable macro keys If you're looking for a new game keyboard, but they're working on a limited budget, check out the SteelSeries Apex 3. This keyboard sells for less than $50, while still giving you the kind of quality you expect from the most expensive models. The body is dusty and waterproof so you won't have to worry about accidental spills during
work or play sessions. Keyboard switches are built to be ultra-silent, making them perfect for shared spaces or those who don't like loud keyboards and clicks; They are also valued for 20 million keystrokes, ensuring durability. The bottom of the keyboard has three different channels to route the power cord, helping to keep the desktop clean and organized. The rest of the wrist is magnetic for easy removal
and attachment when you need it. Apex 3 is optimized for reactive RGB lighting effects in Minecraft, alerting you to enemy damage, hunger and weapon durability, as well as discord notifications so you never miss a message. With the SteelSeries app, you can customize the 10 lighting areas with effects and millions of colors to suit your style. What we like the Remappable keys Built-in multimedia controls
Easy to keep clean What we don't like the expensive wrist break can be uncomfortable for some players who want a keyboard that will add some style and style to their computer settings, the Roccat Vulcan 121 features a futuristic design that would be home to the Starship Enterprise. It is made with an anodized aluminum face plate for stabilization, as well as a smooth, matte black finish. Each key has a
clear plastic housing that enhances LED lighting per key, and the AIMO smart lighting system allows you to customize RGB lighting per key with over 16.8million colors and various lighting effects. Shortened keyboard caps make it easier to clean dust and keyboard debris without damaging mechanisms. You can choose brown or red Titan switches for clicked typing, touch and key presses and long-lasting
durability. The keyboard features built-in multimedia controls, including a dial for easy volume and video effect settings on the go. Each Vulcan 121 key can be reapplyed to Customization. What We Like Weighty construction Excellent RGB lighting options What We Don't Like No USB pass-through No genuine cherry switches Most game keyboards have some sort of rear lighting these days, but not all
backlighting is created the same. If you want the brightest and most colorful keys that are integrated into the actual games you're playing, and simply the coolest game keyboard overall, the Razer Black Widow X Chroma wins your hands down. It works like a champion, thanks to reliable and accurate mechanical keys, but the real attraction here is the Chroma backlighting with 16.8 million total customizable
color options. Background lighting can be customized however as you like, but many games will also be built in presets to illuminate the keyboard in specific ways only for that game such as matching character colors or color change to show coolings of skill in MMO games. The Razer BlackWidow X Chroma turns the keyboard illuminator into an art form and is definitely the coolest game keyboard looking
at the market. This is one of my favorite personal keyboards explicitly because it features raised keycaps. This does little to affect the overall feel of the keyboard, but makes it incredibly easy to clean. Having the key heads lifted from the body leaves little room for dust and other detritus to collect. Alice Newcome-Beill, associate trade editor What We Like Portable Wired or wireless connection What We
Don't Like May feel cramped for those with larger hands If you game on-the-go, the Cooler Master SK621 is the best option. This ultra-compact keyboard is only about 60 percent the size of a full keyboard, making it small enough to slip into a portable bag or backpack and take it home or party a friend. Use a usb-C cable or Bluetooth connection for wireless connectivity, which allows you to use the
keyboard while charging. It comes with two sets of key caps: a contour and an extra floor, allowing you to choose the one that is most comfortable for you and best suits your style. It uses Cherry MX low profile switches for speed and accuracy, while still giving it the satisfying, tactile feel you've come to expect from mechanical keyboards. You can use the Cooler Master app to customize RGB lighting effects
and colors, as well as adjust macro settings. The keyboard itself has a key dedicated to switching between macro layouts on the fly so you can quickly switch from an MMO to an FPS without wasting time scrolling through the application menus. The brushed aluminum faceplate board gives the keyboard an elegant and modern look that will look at home in almost any game PC settings. What we like OLED
show durable adjustable switches What we don't like switch settings are not super intuitive If you willing to invest a little more money in a quality keyboard that will last for years to come, the SteelSeries Apex Pro is the best option. This keyboard is built from airplane grade aluminum alloys for strength and durability while remaining It has a built-in OLED screen for volume and media controls, as well as
peripheral connections, menu settings and custom images. It uses OmniPoint adjustable switches, allowing you to customize performance distances from as little as .4mm to 3.6mm. Switches are strokeed by 100 million keystrokes, which means you'll always get reliable responses from your keystrokes. You can set up and store up to five different custom key designs and switch between them with the
SteelSeries app or on the go when you want to switch from Apex Legends to World of Warcraft. The Apex Pro also has a USB step to easily connect other peripherals such as a mouse or headphones if your PC's USB ports are busy; it is also illuminated to facilitate connection in dim lighting. Final verdict The Corsair K100 the best game keyboard available. You can choose between Cherry MX Speed
switches or Corsair owners OPX optical switches for a quick performance or a more classic one to suit your playing style. With 6 programmable macro keys, your favorite weapons, power-ups, and video settings are at your fingertips for quick changes in the game or while transmitting. WASD keys have diamond plate texturing for an industrial feel and no-look input. The Cooler Master SK621 is designed for
on-the-go players. It is 60 percent the size of a regular keyboard and features ultra-low profile keys for ultimate portability. With two sets of keyboard caps, contoured or additional plans, you can customize the appearance and feel of the keyboard to suit your style and needs. It also features dedicated buttons to change macro key layouts on the fly so switching settings between games is quick and easy.
Taylor Clemons has more than three years of experience writing about gaming and consumer technology. He has written for lifewire, Digital Trends, TechRadar and his own publication, Steam Shovelers. Alice Newcome-Beill currently has more than 5 mechanical keyboards at home, fully aware that she is only able to use one at any given time. He has reviewed keyboards for PCMag and PC Gamer. Her
favorite switch color is silver. Switches – While plenty of game keyboards offer a variety of mechanical switches, each with its own different feel, plenty of players also enjoy the simple and discreet feel of membrane switches as well. Switches are generally a subjective decision rather than a target, the right switch for you is purely a matter of personal preference. Layout: Some keyboards take a less-is-more
approach by scratching the Numpad and sometimes the function keys. But others include beautiful quality of life features such as dedicated means and macro keys. This decision is usually based on the budget, also on what you are looking for to exit the game keyboard. Software : Some keyboard manufacturers support owner customization software, which gives you tons of options to change RGB lighting
or reapply keys. Some game keyboards omit this software, but still allow for a small degree of customization. Customization. Customization.
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